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This study aimed to select suitable materials and optimize the thickness of these
materials so that they could prevent the perforation of 7.62-mm AP bullets at
830 m/s impact velocity. A numerical method is used to analyze the impact on
layered configurations of Al2O3 and Al 7075-T651 to fulfill this aim. In order to
optimize the thickness of the armor, normal impact and angular impact
conditions were considered. Initially, a 20-mm Al2O3 front plate with a 20-
mm Al 7075-T651 back plate is analyzed for layered configuration. Back plate
thickness is reduced in steps to 10 mm such that no plastic deformation is
observed on the rear side of the target. For further optimization of weight, the
thickness of the Al2O3 plate is reduced to 18 mm. The weight of this configuration
is 1.77 kg, and the areal density is 97.22 kg/m2. This configuration is analyzed for
target orientations such as 80°, 70°, and 60°. In this analysis, the projectile
deformed in a mushroom shape for 90° and 80° target orientations, while for
70° and 60° target orientations, the projectile experienced more damage on the
shank part. The most effective configuration with the highest degree of ballistic
performance is a layered combination of the 18-mmAl2O3 front plate and 10-mm
Al 7075-T651 back plate at 70° target orientation.
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1 Introduction

Security forces must operate in highly dangerous areas where terrorist attacks are always
unavoidable. Ideally, security forces must have only bulletproof vehicles in such high-risk
areas to provide necessary protection from such attacks. However, due to a lack of resources,
it is not possible to have bulletproof vehicles in such large numbers. Hence, non-bulletproof
vehicles are used for the routine movement of troops. However, such vehicles are vulnerable
to attacks and cannot provide the required protection to the troops. So, the only solution
available is to convert a non-bulletproof vehicle into a bulletproof vehicle using add-on
armor. However, add-on armor increases the weight of the vehicle. Hence, materials used
for the add-on armor need to be carefully selected, considering their density and optimizing
their thickness to minimize the effect of their weight on the vehicle. So, the question that
needs to be answered is “which materials and of what thickness, when fixed on ordinary
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vehicles, will provide protection against 7.62-mm APM2 bullets and
make the vehicle bulletproof ?”.

Previous studies reveal that under the effect of high-velocity
impact, materials show non-linear and dynamic behavior, including
thermal softening, fracture, and strain rate hardening for metal
(Forrestal et al., 1992; Forrestal and Warren, 2008; 2009; Børvik
et al., 2009; 2010; Pedersen et al., 2011; Holmen et al., 2017), concrete
(Rajput et al., 2017; 2018; Rajput and Iqbal, 2017), and ceramic (Den,
1991; Fellows and Barton, 1999) targets. The finite element analysis
of bullets’ impact on various types of armor is done using explicit
dynamic FE analysis. During such an analysis, different contact
algorithms and material models are used. Flores-Johnson et al.
(2011) performed numerical impact simulations on single-layer
and multilayer configurations of steel and aluminum using a
7.62-mm AP bullet with an impact velocity of 770–950 m/s. LS-
DYNA software was used. The results show that multi-layered plates
with different materials show greater resistance at the same area
density. Rahman et al. (2016) conducted similar simulations using
high-strength steel and Al 7075-T6 as targets, in which they studied
the ballistic limit, the process of penetration, and deformation. The
results showed that the triple-layered configuration achieves
maximum weight reduction without compromising performance.

Ceramic materials are widely used as armor materials because of
their excellent ballistic resistance properties. Den (1991) studied that
the projectile’s behavior during impact, identifying three phases:
erosion of mass, mushrooming, and rigidity. Fellows and Barton
(1999) developed impact models for semi-finite ceramic targets.
Anderson and Walker (2005) presented the dwell phenomenon
model for projectile impact on ceramic targets. An appropriate
material model for steel core bullets, Al 2024-T351, and Al2O3

was given by Turhan et al. (2008), in which the plastic kinematic
hardening model was used for steel core projectiles and Al 2024-
T351, and the Johnson–Holmquist model was used for Al2O3.
López-Puente et al. (2005) presented the optimum thickness of
the toughened epoxy resin adhesive layer for alumina–aluminum
armors. Mazaheri et al. (2017) studied the effect on ballistic limit
velocity and energy absorption after wrapping Al foil on the impact
face of Al2O3 tiles. The study shows a 13% increase in ballistic limit
velocity and an 11% increase in energy absorption with just a 2.4%
increase in weight. Gálvez et al. (2005) Pranay and Panigrahi
(2022a), Pranay and Panigrahi (2022b), and Pranay and
Panigrahi (2022c) conducted a numerical study for the
development of projectiles and attempted effective penetration of
targets using ANSYS Explicit Dynamics/AUTODYN software. In
Gálvez et al. (2005) , the effect of projectile tumbling has been
studied for ceramic and aluminum armor. Wei and Zhang (2014)
experimentally studied the projectile deformation modes for soft-
core and hard-core projectiles impacting ceramic targets at different
impact velocities.

In previous studies, different investigators have studied different
parameters involved in the ballistic impact of the bullet on the target:
residual velocity post-impact, the velocity of the ballistic limit, the
pattern of perforation, mechanisms of fracture, etc. Furthermore,
various materials that can be used as armor, along with different
combinations and configurations of these materials, were
highlighted in previous studies.

From the literature review, it was observed that very few
studies have been conducted on the optimization of armor plate

thickness for proposing thickness for armor fabrication against
7.62-mm APM2 projectiles. Most of the work on ballistic impact
in the open literature deals with metallic and non-metallic target
materials with relatively low thicknesses and projectiles moving
with sub-ordnance velocities. The penetration of multi-layered
armor plates is a complex problem. In order to design protective
structures, thickness and layer configurations are factors that
must be considered carefully to ensure no penetration. It must
also be ensured that no debris is projected to the rear of the
armor and that there is no panel deflection. Thus, a systematic
study remains needed to optimize the strength-to-weight ratio of
armor materials while protecting against 7.62-mm
APM2 bullets.

The purpose of this study was to select suitable materials in the
layered configuration with an optimized thickness of each layer such
that they can be used as add-on armor on the body of a vehicle. The
considered materials are Al2O3 and Al 7075-T651. Al2O3 material
has characteristics of high strength and low density, while Al 7075-
T651 has characteristics of high strength and high ductility.
Therefore, Al2O3 is considered the front plate so that it can
absorb the initial impact energy, undergo brittle fracture, and
cause high projectile deformation. Al 7075-T651 is considered
the back plate so that it can absorb the residual energy from the
impact and fragments of Al2O3 created due to its fracture. Most of
the layered configuration studies do not consist of specific
thicknesses of add-on armor for protection against projectiles. So,
in this study, the optimum thickness is considered based on two
criteria: first, the armor must successfully stop the projectile, and
second, there must be no plastic deformation on the rear surface of
the armor.

This work presents a numerical study of the impact on the
layered combination of Al2O3 and Al 7075-T651 by a 7.62-mm
APM2 bullet fired at 830 m/s. Furthermore, to optimize the
thickness of the armor, normal impact and angular impact
conditions were considered. The following sections explain in
detail the numerical approach followed by the results observed.

2 Research methodology

Initially, residual velocity is computed by numerical simulations
while considering the normal impact at a given impact velocity on an
Al 7075-T651 plate having a 20 mm thickness. The model is
validated using the experiment results from the literature
(Forrestal et al., 2010). A validated model is extended to study
the layered armor consisting of Al 7075-T651 and Al2O3 at normal
and oblique impact conditions. Figure 1 represents a detailed
research methodology flow chart.

2.1 Finite element modeling

2.1.1 Projectile
Most researchers working with standard NATO ammunition

use 7.62-mm steel-core bullets to analyze various target material
impacts (Flores-Johnson et al., 2011). These bullets consist of an
inner steel core and a protective outer jacket. This jacket is generally
made of brass and is used to engage with the barrel’s lands so that
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spin can be provided to the bullet during its travel inside the barrel.
However, this brass jacket does not affect the collision between the
target material and bullet (Chen et al., 2013). Therefore, the jacket is
not considered during the simulations to reduce the time required
for computation. Senthil and Iqbal (2021) also used only the steel
core, as shown in Figure 2, and compared the results with
experimental data obtained using a projectile. The results

matched the experiment results (Senthil and Iqbal, 2021).
SolidWorks was used to design the bullet, and the design was
imported into LS-DYNA for simulations.

2.1.2 Target
LS-DYNA software was used for designing a model of the

target. The target was designed as a circular plate with a diameter

FIGURE 1
Research methodology flow chart.

FIGURE 2
7.62-mm AP projectile (all dimensions are in mm) (Senthil and Iqbal, 2021).
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of 152 mm. This circular plate was further segregated into three
regions. The impact region at the center of the circular target was
designed as a square with each side measuring 10 mm. The

second and third regions are circular and designed to have
30 mm and 50 mm diameters, respectively. Figure 3 shows the
dimensions of the circular plate used as the target.

FIGURE 3
Target discretizations.

FIGURE 4
Mesh (A) projectile and (B) target.
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2.1.3 Meshing
It is well-known that the most accurate results are obtained

when two conditions are satisfied: first, when the density of the
mesh and number of elements are higher, and second, when
elements are closest to the system’s boundary. To cover the
maximum volume and curvature of the bullet and target plate,
hexahedral solid elements with eight nodes, reduced integration,
and the Hourglass effect’s stiffness control are used for meshing.
The meshing of the bullet was done in ABAQUS, and the
meshing of the target plate was done in LS DYNA. The
duplicate nodes were either removed or merged, depending
on their dimensions.

A comprehensive mesh convergence study was conducted
to minimize the computation time and select the optimized
element size for the projectile and impact region of the target.
The results obtained by changing the element size were
compared with results given in the literature (Forrestal
et al., 2010). It was concluded that the size of elements in
the square region at the center of the target plate would be
0.25 mm. Similarly, the size of the elements in the circular
portion, having diameters of 30 and 50 mm, will be 0.5 and
1 mm, respectively. The size of an element beyond 50 mm in
diameter will be 2 mm. Figure 4 represents the final mesh of the
bullet and target plate.

2.2 Constitutive material models

2.2.1 Strength model by Johnson–Cook
The strength model given by Johnson and Cook (1983) and

Johnson and Cook (1985) defines the behavior of the strength of
materials subjected to impact with high velocities. The model gives
yield stress, i.e., Y, as a function of strain hardening, strain rate
hardening, and temperature softening, and the equation for the
same is shown below.

Y � A + Bεnp( ) 1 + Clogε*p( ) 1 − Tm
H( ), (1)

where εp is the effective plastic strain, εp* is the normalized
effective plastic strain rate, and TH is the homologous temperature
[TH= (T–Troom)/(Tmelt–Troom)].

A, B, C, n, and m are material constants. The first bracket in Eq. 1
gives stress as the function of strain, which is determined by quasi-static
tensile testing (εpp = 1.0 sec−1 and TH = 0). A is the yield stress at lower
values of strains; B and n define strain hardening. The other two brackets
represent the effects of hardening due to the strain rate and softening due
to temperature. With softening due to thermal effects, yield strength is
reduced to zero at melting temperatures Tmelt. The constants of materials
are determined using the dynamic tensile test using a split Hopkinson
Bar over a wide range of strain rates and temperatures.

TABLE 1 Material property of Al 7075-T651 and bullet.

Parameter Unit Al 7075-T651 (Jørgensen K. C. and Swan V., 2014) Bullet (Senthil and Iqbal, 2021)

Young’s modulus E GPa 71.7 202

Poisson’s ratio υ - 0.33 0.32

Density ρ kg
m3

2810 7,850

Johnson–Cook strength model

Yield strength A MPa 520 2,700

Strain hardening parameter B MPa 477 211

Strain hardening parameter n - 0.52 0.065

References strain rate _ϵ0 s−1 5e-4 1e-4

Strain rate constant C - 0.0025 0.005

References temperature K 293 293

Melting temperature K 893 1,800

Thermal softening parameter m - 1.61 1.17

Specific heat capacity CP
J

kg.K
910 452

Thermal expansion coefficient α 1/K 2.3e-5 1.2e-5

Johnson Cook failure model

Failure parameter D1 - 0.096 0.4

Failure parameter D2 - 0.049 0

Failure parameter D3 - 3.465 0

Failure parameter D4 - 0.016 0

Failure parameter D5 - 1.099 0
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2.2.2 Johnson–Cook failure model
The failure model given by Johnson–Cook was used to model

material failures. Similarly, in the previous model, fracture strain, a
material property, is given as an explicit function of temperature,
strain rate, and pressure. The equation for the same is given as Eq. 2.

ε f � D1 + D2 expD3σ*( ) 1 + D4 ln ε*( ) 1 + D5T
H( ). (2)

The dimensionless ratio of pressure and stress is represented as σ* =
σm/σ�, where σm is primary stress, (σ1 + σ2 + σ3)/3, and σ�is effective stress
or Von Mises stress (3J2), where J2 is the second invariant of the stress
deviator. Dimensionless strain rate εp is ε/ε0, where ε0 is the unit strain
rate. TH is the homologous temperature, produced by internal heating.
D1,D2,D3,D4, andD5 are parameters of themodel of fracture, and these
can be obtained from experiments done in the laboratory.

TABLE 2 Material properties for Al2O3 (Zochowski et al., 2021).

Parameter Unit Al2O3

Density ρ g/cm3 3.84

Shear modulus G GPa 93

Intact strength coefficient A - 0.93

Fractured strength coefficient B - 0.31

Strain rate constant C - 0.007

Fracture strength exponent M - 0.6

Intact strength exponent N - 0.64

EPSI - 1

Max tensile hydrostatic pressure MPa 262

SFMAX - 1

Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) MPa 8,000

Pressure at HEL MPa 1,460

Bulking factor β - 1

Damage coefficient D1 0.01

Damage coefficient D2 0.7

Pressure constant K1 GPa 131

Pressure constant K2 GPa 0

Pressure constant K3 GPa 0

*MAT_ADD_EROSION VOLEPS 0.05

FIGURE 5
Assembly and boundary conditions of the model.

TABLE 3 Residual velocity with variation in the number of elements.

No. of elements Residual velocity (m/s)

25 476.88

33 545.36

40 570.87

50 583

60 585.9

80 584.4

100 584.7
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Changes occurring while loading are depicted in the
Johnson–Cook model using the concept of linear summation.
This model calculates changes in failure strain using the stress
state, temperature, strain rate, and damage accumulated during
loading. However, this model does not account for the
degradation of the strength of the material or stiffness. When the
critical value of damage is reached, the values of pressure and stress
are abruptly reduced to zero. For this reason, it is said to be an
instantaneous failure model. Damage is computed as the cumulative

value, as given in Eq. 3, and failure is fixed at a critical value, which is
generally taken as 1.

D � ∑ ε

εf
, (3)

where ε is the equivalent plastic strain increment that occurs
during tensile loading and εf is the equivalent strain to fracture
corresponding to instantaneous conditions during the accumulation
of the increment of strain.

FIGURE 6
Depth of penetration for 50-mm Al 7075-T651 at an impact velocity of 830 m/s.

FIGURE 7
Impact simulations on an independent Al2O3 plate.
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2.2.3 Johnson–Holmquist model
The Johnson–Holmquist model (Johnson and Holmquist,

1994), having an equation of state, model of strength, and model
of damage, was used to define the behavior of Al2O3. Polynomial
equation-of-state (EOS) calculated the current value of pressure as a
function of volumetric change, the model of strength gave equivalent
strength for undamaged and damaged material, and the model of

damage was used to show the transition of material from
undamaged to damaged states.

Normalized equivalent stress is defined as follows:

σ* � σi* − D σi* − σf *( ), (4)
where σi* is the normalized intact equivalent stress, σf* is the

normalized fracture stress, and D is damage (0 ≤ D ≤ 1).

FIGURE 8
Impact on the layered configuration of the 20-mm-thick Al2O3 front plate and 20-mm-thick Al 7075-T651 back plate.

FIGURE 9
Impact on the 20-mm-thick Al2O3 front plate and 10-mm-thick Al 7075-T651 back plate.
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Normalized intact equivalent stress is shown in Eq. 5, and
normalized fractured equivalent stress is shown in Eq. 6.

σi* � A P* + T*( )N 1 + Clnε*( ), (5)
σf * � B P*( )M 1 + Clnε*( ), (6)

where A, B, C, M, and N are constants of material and normalized
pressure. P* = P/PHEL, where P is the actual pressure and PHEL is the

pressure at the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL). The HEL is the net
compressive stress corresponding to uniaxial strain (shock wave)
exceeding the elastic limit of the material. Normalized maximum
tensile hydrostatic pressure is represented as T* = T/PHEL, where T is
the maximum tensile hydrostatic pressure that material can
withstand, and the dimensionless strain rate is ε* = ε/ε0, where ε
is the actual equivalent strain rate and ε0 is the reference strain rate
considered to be 1 s-1.

FIGURE 10
Impact on the 18-mm-thick Al2O3 front plate and 10-mm-thick Al 7075-T651 back plate.

FIGURE 11
Impact on 80° target orientation.
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Hydrostatic pressure before and after damage was expressed
using Eqs 7, 8, respectively.

P � K1μ + K2μ
2 + K3μ

3, (7)
P � K1μ + K2μ

2 + K3μ
3 + ΔP, (8)

where K1, K2, and K3 are the pressure constants. The volumetric
strain is μ = ρ/ρ0−1, where ρ is the current density and ρ0 is the initial

density of the material. ΔP is the pressure increment due to the
bulking of material due to the accumulation of damage.

The fracture model’s damage criterion is the same as that of the
Johnson–Cook [27], [28] model.

D � ∑Δε/ εpf , (9)

where Δε is the increase in the equivalent plastic strain, and εpf is the
plastic strain to the fracture.

FIGURE 12
Impact on 70° target orientation.

FIGURE 13
Impact on 60° target orientation.
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Plastic strain to the fracture of the material is given as follows:

εp f � D1 P* + T*( )D2, (10)

where D1 and D2 are damage constants. The damage parameter D is
the same as is described in the Johnson–Cook model.

2.2.4 Material properties
The material selected for the projectile was steel, as only the

inner core of the 7.62-mm AP bullet was designed, and its brass
jacket was neglected. The materials selected for the target were Al
7075-T561 and Al2O3 for three reasons:

1. It was observed from the literature review that both of these
materials have been used for designing the vehicle armor.

2. Al 7075-T651 is a ductilematerial, andAl2O3 is a brittlematerial.
Therefore, when used in a layered configuration, these two
materials provide a perfect destroyer–absorber combination.

3. The densities of these materials are low compared to steel.

Thus, these materials provide a lightweight option for protection
against AP bullets. Johnson–Cook (JC) strength (Johnson and Cook,

1983; Johnson and Cook, 1985) and failure model are used to define
the behavior of steel and Al 7075-T651. Similarly,
Johnson–Holmquist’s model is used to define the behavior of
Al2O3 under bullet impact conditions. Material properties used
for the projectile and target are given in Tables 1, 2, respectively.

2.3 Model validation

The projectile and target models prepared for this study were
required to be validated before further analysis was carried out.
Therefore, experimental results from the literature (Forrestal et al.,
2010) were used to validate the model prepared. As per the
experimental result, when an AP bullet, having an impact
velocity of 867.8 m/s, was fired on a 20-mm thick target plate of
Al 7075-T651, the residual velocity obtained was 579.8 m/s. Hence,
similar conditions were applied in the model prepared for the study,
and the result observed after the simulation was compared with the
result given in the literature (Forrestal et al., 2010).

LS-DYNA software was used in this work because it is one of the
most acceptable software programs to conduct high-velocity impact
simulations. Projectile impact velocity was taken as 867.8 m/s.

FIGURE 14
Projectile deformations for (A) 90°, (B) 80°, (C) 70°, and (D) 60° target orientations.
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Rotational and translational degrees of freedom along the boundary
of the target were constrained so that there was no motion. Thus, the
periphery of the target had fixed support. The friction coefficient was
taken as 0.2. The time step was selected as 10e-5 s. Figure 5 depicts
the assembly of different parts and boundary conditions.

The adhesive bond between the Al2O3 plate and Al 7075-T651
plate was modeled by defining a contact model ‘tie-break surface to
surface contact’ that will break when the stress limits are exceeded.
Eroding surface contact was used to define interactions between the
projectile and target plates. These contact algorithms work on the
“penalty function” method. According to this method, contacting
bodies are considered master and slave. The distance between the
nodes of the slave body and the surface of the master body in the
normal direction of a segment of the master body is checked. When
penetration is detected, force is generated between the agent node
and its point of contact with the surface of the master body to
counteract the penetration. This force is dependent on the
penetration value and the contacting body’s properties.

After applying initial and boundary conditions, the projectile’s
residual velocity was computed by running LS DYNA simulations.
The element size of the projectile was selected as 0.25 mm ×
0.25 mm x 0.25 mm. Several elements in the target thickness
direction were changed from 20 to 100, and residual velocities
were calculated. The results obtained are tabulated in Table 3.
The computation time also increased with the increasing number
of elements in the thickness direction. When there were 50 elements
in the thickness direction, the residual velocity obtained was
583 m/s.

From the literature (Forrestal et al., 2010), the experimental
residual velocity was 579.8 m/s. On comparing residual velocities
observed from the experiment and simulation, it was observed that
the error was approximately 0.7% and that the model was in the
overestimation region. As the error was very low and in the

overestimation region, it was safely assumed that the model was
validated and that the model can be further extended to study
layered configuration based on residual velocity, penetration depth,
and weight parameters.

3 Numerical analysis

The validated model conditions were used for further analyses.
The monolithic plates were initially considered with target materials:
Al 7075-T651 and Al2O3. Most researchers use Al2O3 materials with
layer configuration, i.e., Al2O3 material is used as an impact-
absorbing material, and a ductile Al 7075-T651 back layer is used
as a residual energy-absorbing material. In this study, monolithic,
layered configurations and inclined target orientations are analyzed
to optimize the weight of armor without affecting its functionality.

3.1 Monolithic plate analysis

3.1.1 Al 7075-T651
In order to know the penetration depth of the projectile inside

the target, the thickness of the target was considered to be 50 mm,
and impact simulations were conducted with an impact velocity of
830 m/s. The results showed that the projectile penetrated the target
up to a depth of 38.7 mm, and no deformation was observed at the
rear surface of the target. It was observed that only the projectile tip
had been eroded. However, the target arrested the bullet, as shown in
Figure 6. The areal density of the target is 140.5 kg/m2.

3.1.2 Al2O3

Furthermore, the bullet was impacted with the same velocity,
i.e., 830 m/s on the 20-mm Al2O3 plate. The results showed that the

FIGURE 15
Velocity variation graphs for different target orientations (unit of velocity is m/s and time is 10–3 s).
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Al2O3 plate was able to arrest the bullet. However, at the same time,
it was observed that the Al2O3 plate had completely failed due to a
brittle fracture. Impact simulations on the independent Al2O3 plate
are shown in Figure 7.

3.2 Layered configuration analysis

From the monolithic plate analysis, it is observed that in the case
of the 50-mm-thick Al 7075-T651 target plate, the weight penalty
was higher. However, in the case of 20-mm-thick Al 7075-T651, the
bullet was perforating the target. Furthermore, in the case of 20-mm-
thick Al2O3, even though the perforation is restricted, the target
plate completely fails due to a brittle fracture. Therefore, Al2O3 and
Al 7075-T651 plates were layered for better protection against a
7.62-mm steel core. The front plate was considered to be of Al2O3,
and the back plate was considered to be of Al 7075-T651. Initially,
each plate in a layered combination was considered 20-mm thick,
and the impact simulation was conducted. It is observed that the
Al2O3 plate itself successfully stopped the projectile, and only a few
stresses were experienced by the Al 7075-T651 plate. The projectile
had also experienced a large amount of deformation. Simulation
images are given in Figure 8.

To further reduce the weight of the target, the thickness of the
back plate was further reduced. It can be observed that Al2O3 has a
higher density than Al 7075-T651. Thus, by reducing the thickness
of Al2O3, the overall weight of the configuration will be reduced.
However, protection against the projectile should not be
compromised, as the projectile will shatter the Al2O3 plate, as
discussed in the earlier section. Hence, to achieve optimum
protection, only Al 7075-T651 plate thickness is reduced in steps
such that no plastic deformation occurs at the rear side of the
back plate.

The results showed that a minimum of a 10-mm Al 7075-T651
back plate is needed to stop the plastic deformation at the rear
surface of the back plate. It was also observed that as the back plate
thickness is reduced from 20 mm to 10 mm, Al2O3 plate damage
increases, as shown in Figure 9. This was due to the increase in
reflected stress wave intensity. The analyzed layered configurations
have a 20-mm Al2O3 front plate and a 10-mm Al 7075-T651 back
plate with an area density of 104.9 kg/m2.

For further reduction in weight, the Al2O3 plate thickness was
reduced from 20 mm to 18 mm. The results showed that projectile
penetration was restricted, but damage to the Al2O3 plate increased
with the formation of cone fractures, as shown in Figure 10. The
areal density of this configuration was found to be 97.22 kg/m2.

3.3 Inclined orientation of layered
configuration

As mentioned in the earlier section, in real-world scenarios,
most of the armor is fixed in an inclined position to increase the
target’s effective thickness and deviate the projectile from its normal
penetration path or ricochet. As discussed in the previous section,
the 18-mm Al2O3 front plate and 10-mm Al 7075-T651 back plate
configurations were analyzed for different target orientations to
check the effectiveness of the target. The target orientations

considered were 80°, 70°, and 60°. The penetration simulations
are shown in Figures 11–13.

4 Results and discussions

4.1 Monolithic plate analysis

The impact analysis was carried out on the Al 7075-T651 target
plate with a 50 mm thickness, using a projectile with a velocity of
impact of 830 m/s. The results showed that the projectile penetrated
the target up to a depth of 38.7 mm. The failure mode of the Al 7075-
T651 plate was ductile hole enlargement.

At 830 m/s and with a target thickness of 20 mm, a monolithic
Al2O3 plate was analyzed. When the projectile impacted Al2O3, the
primary resistance to penetration was due to the compressive
strength of Al2O3. The projectile was deformed, fractured, and
deflected, as its compressive strength was high. Since the
projectile has a low aspect ratio, it was defeated as the strength
of Al2O3 was greater than that of the projectile. At the same time, the
stresses exerted by the projectile pulverized Al2O3 in the small region
just ahead of the leading edge of the projectile. Specific fracture
surface energy for Al2O3 was little in tension. However, the energy
required to produce a small fracture surface area under huge
dynamic shear and compressive forces was significantly large.
Thus, the energy absorbed in creating the powdered surface area
was significantly higher.

Another significant factor that offers resistance in Al2O3

penetration is the damage cone produced at the penetrator’s
leading edge. Cone formation is characteristic of quasi-static
indentation, which follows the path of maximum tensile stress
inside the material. The cone was observed to become broad at
the base, and the same is true because of stress wave interaction with
reflections from the free surface. Cone formation spreads the load of
the projectile over a large area of the target. Thus, the density of the
projectile’s kinetic energy is reduced. Khan et al. (2020) studied the
monolithic Al2O3 plate failure behavior. They measured the
diameter of the fracture cone at the impact surface and rear
surfaces of the target plate for different impact velocities.
Experimental studies found that the ratio of the cone’s diameter
at the impact surface to the cone’s diameter at the free surface was in
the range of 2.8–4.73, while numerical simulation ratios were in the
range of 2.8–4.53. In this research, the cone’s diameter at the free
surface was approximately 54.41 mm, and at the impact, the
diameter was 16.65 mm. The ratio of the cone’s diameter at the
free surface to the impact surface is approximately 3.267, which is in
the range of the study done by Khan et al. (2020), and the areal
density was 76.8 kg/m2.

From the simulations, it was seen that the projectile got
significantly deformed. The Al2O3 plate has formed radial cracks
beyond the cone formations. Within the cone at the free surface, the
complete material was shattered by forming fragments of high
velocity, which can create damage behind the free surface of the
Al2O3 target. Therefore, a more ductile and tough layer must be
placed at the rear of Al2O3 to catch cones and fragments.
Furthermore, monolithic targets need more thickness to arrest
perforation and, thus, cause a significant increase in target
weight. Hence, a layered combination of the Al2O3 front plate
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and Al 7075-T651 back plate was considered to optimize the
strength-to-weight ratio and have optimum protection from the
7.62-mm AP bullet.

4.2 Layer configuration of Al 7075-T651
and Al2O3

The initial layered configuration was a 20-mm-thick Al2O3 front
plate and a 20-mm-thick Al 7075-T651 back plate. The projectile tip
was damaged during initial penetration, and the rear plate yielded at
the Al2O3 interface. A crack was initiated at the rear face of Al2O3

and followed the motion of the rear plate. The same grows in
magnitude in the impact direction. Subsequently, the fracture cone
grew from the interface between the bullet and the target and grew in
the direction of penetrator travel from 8 to 14 µ secs. The projectile
eroded, and Al2O3 became rubble due to multiple cracks that
coalesced and intersected. The projectile eroded due to plastic
flow and yielding in the direction perpendicular to its travel.
Erosion occurred because the stresses in the projectile were
higher than its strength. Approximately 40% of the mass and
energy of the projectile was carried away by the eroded material
of the projectile. Beyond 14 µ secs, the erosion of the bullet ceased,
and the rear plate absorbed the remainder of the energy in the
system of the bullet target. The projectile can advance only if the
target material is pushed ahead or to the sides. Due to rear
confinement, crushed Al2O3 cannot be pushed ahead.

Ductility is one of the key properties needed in the back plate, as
the ductility of the material will allow it to absorb the stress waves
formed by impact in the Al2O3 material. As the ductile material
absorbs stress waves, the intensity of reflecting stress waves in Al2O3

will decrease, causing less damage to Al2O3 and improving the
armor’s effectiveness.

It was observed that the fragments had been successfully
restricted, and there was no damage on the rear surface of the
back plate. The Al 7075-T651 target also caused the Al2O3 target to
experience less damage than the monolithic plate. The plate
perforation was successfully restricted with a layered configuration.

4.3 Inclined orientation of a layered
configuration

From the literature (Senthil and Iqbal, 2021), it was observed
that the projectile will ricochet when it impacts stronger targets in
inclined positions. Most studies on projectile behavior considered
the projectile a rigid body. In this analysis, the bullet is considered to
be deformable. The analysis found that the projectile head part was
completely deformed at 90° and 80° target orientations, and a
mushroom-type structure was formed. However, at 70° and 60°,
the projectile gets ricocheted from the normal penetration path, as
shown in Figures 12, 13. As the projectile path deviated, the
projectile experienced more damage on the shank part, especially
on the side sliding over the target. The deformation of the projectile
is given in Figure 14. In Wei and Zhang (2014), it is also mentioned
that as the impact velocity increases, the projectile deformation
behavior changes from mushrooming to shearing cracking and
fragmentation. In this analysis, the projectile deformation mode

was mushrooming at normal impact conditions for the considered
impact velocity.

As the projectile was ricocheted, the velocity variation graphs
were plotted from data obtained from LS-DYNA. As the target
inclination increases, the projectile will start to slide in the direction
of deviation, and the projectile will have a higher residual velocity
than normal impact. The velocity–time graphs for the projectile are
shown in Figure 15.

From the simulations (Figures 10–13) and velocity variation
graphs for the projectile (Figure 15), it was observed that as the
target orientation varies from 90° to 60°, the projectile starts
deviating from its normal penetration path. As the front plate is
an Al2O3 plate of high toughness, both the projectile and Al2O3

plate will experience damage at the time of impact, and the
projectile will slide over the surface of the damaged Al2O3

plate. In the simulations, gravitation effects were not
considered. Hence, the projectile-traveling path was observed to
be approximately parallel to the target surface. However, in real-
world scenarios, because of the gravitational effect, the projectile
might fall immediately or travel parallel to the target surface for
some time before falling.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a numerical study was conducted to analyze the
ballistic performance of the layered configuration of Al2O3 and Al
7075-T651 when impacted by a 7.62-mm APM2 bullet. The
ballistic performance was also evaluated for different target
orientations, such as 80°, 70°, and 60° target inclinations. It is
observed that the projectile will deviate from its normal
penetration path at 70° and 60° target inclinations. Damage
induced by bullets is increased with higher target inclinations.
The residual velocities of bullets also increased with higher target
inclinations. The effect of target inclinations becomes more
prominent at a higher inclination angle.

From this study, the following conclusions are drawn:

• 20-mm-thick Al2O3 front plate with a 20-mm-thick Al 7075-
T651 back plate successfully restricted the projectile. The area
density is 133 kg/m2.

• Al 7075-T651 back plate thickness is reduced in steps to
10 mm. The real density for this combination is 104.9 kg/m2.

• For further optimization of weight, the thickness of the Al2O3

plate is reduced to 18 mm. If the thickness is further reduced,
the Al2O3 plate will experience greater damage because of
reflected stress waves from the back plate. The rear surface of
Al 7075-T651 is also induced by higher stresses. The area
density is 97.22 kg/m2.

• The projectile deformed in a mushroom shape for 90° and 80°

target orientations, while for 70° and 60° target orientations,
the projectile experienced more damage on the shank part.

• Based on data obtained from the study, the best-performing
configuration is the layered combination of an 18-mm-thick
Al2O3 front plate and a 10-mm Al 7075-T651 back plate at 70°

target orientation. This combination successfully restricts the
bullet, with less damage to the armor and more damage to the
bullet. Furthermore, the bullet’s velocity is successfully
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reduced to zero without any residual velocity post-impact due
to the sliding of the projectile on the armor surface.
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